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BEEKEEPING TASTER DAY 
 

Potential new beekeepers get their first look inside a hive at  the Coventry Branch 
apiary at Ryton Gardens 
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3 June 2.00 Branch Apiary Meeting & every following  
Saturday in June 
Highbury Park, Kings Heath 

Birmingham 

4 June 2.30 Chairman’s Afternoon 
Ravenshaw Apiary 

Solihull 

6 June  Branch Apiary Meeting & every following  
Tuesday in June. Sutton Park Apiary 

Sutton 
Coldfield 

7 June 7.00 Branch Apiary Meeting & every following 
Wednesday in June. Ravenshaw Apiary 

Solihull 

10 June  Go Green Fair Solihull 

11 June  Ebrington ‘Open Farm’ Sunday Shipston 

12 June  Second Monday Meeting 
The Gate Inn, Upper Brailes, OX15 5AX 

Shipston 

14 June 12.00 Wednesday Lunch  
The Peacock Inn, Icknield Street, Kings Norton, 
B38 0EH 
The Peacock Website 
Bdbka.socsec@aol.com  / 0121 444 4005 

Birmingham 

 National & International Events 2017  

When? Where? What? 

7th to 11th June Chatsworth House, Derbyshire RHS Chatsworth Flower Show 
(Free entry if stewarding) 

30th July to 4th 
August 

Gormaston, Ireland Gormaston Summer School 

3rd to 6th  
August 

Blenheim Palace,  
Woodstock, Oxfordshire 

BBC Countryfile Live 

15th to 17th  
September 

Royal Agricultural University, 
Cirencester, Gloucestershire 

Midland & South Western  
Counties Convention (MSWCC) 

29 September to 
4th October 

Istanbul, Turkey Apimondia 2017 

30th September 
 

National Beekeeping Centre 
Stoneleigh Park, CV8 2LG 

County Honey Show and Autumn 
County Lectures 

26th to 28th  
October 

Sandown Race Course,  
Surrey 

National Honey Show 

17th November 
TBC 

Woodside Hotel, Kenilworth Central Association of  
Beekeepers (CABK) Conference 

 Warwickshire Events  

http://www.chefandbrewer.com/pub/peacock-inn-kings-norton-birmingham/s0469/
mailto:Bdbka.socsec@aol.com
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15 June  Branch Meeting 
Beekeeping in Uganda, Dwight McLeod 
Erdington Methodist Centre 

Sutton 
Coldfield 

18 June 
 

 Visit to Sulgrave Manor - ‘Forage For Bees’    
guided garden tour (Sue McNally) 

Shipston 

18 June 3.00 Branch Apiary Meeting 
(The bees are inspected most Sundays, check the 
branch website for rota) 
Ryton Apiary, Garden Organic, Ryton on Dunsmore 

Coventry 

30 June 7.30 Friday Social 
Loco Lounge, High Street, Kings Heath 
Loco Lounge Website 
Bdbka.socsec@aol.com / 0121 444 4005 

Birmingham 

1 July 2.00 Branch Apiary Meeting & every following  
Saturday in July 
Highbury Park, Kings Heath 

Birmingham 

4 July  Branch Apiary Meeting & every following  
Tuesday in July. Sutton Park Apiary 

Sutton 
Coldfield 

8 & 9 
July 

 Godiva Festival  
Volunteers needed to help on the stand for a couple 
of hours. Contact cbka.membership@hotmail.com  
Greenspace Tent, War Memorial Park 

Coventry 

10 July 7.30 Second Monday Meeting 
The Gate Inn, Upper Brailes, OX15 5AX 

Shipston 

16 July 3.00 Branch Apiary Meeting 
(The bees are inspected most Sundays, check the 
branch website for rota) 
Ryton Apiary, Garden Organic, Ryton on Dunsmore 

Coventry 

16 July 10.30 Members Apiary Meeting 
David & Jaqui Jones, Hook Norton 

Shipston 

19 July 12 noon Wednesday Lunch:   

The Village, Alcester Road, Moseley, B13 8JR  

The Village Website 

Bdbka.socsec@aol.com / 0121 444 4005 

Birmingham 

20 July  Bar-Bee-Q   All welcome 

Sutton Park Apiary 

Sutton 
Coldfield 

28 July 7 Friday Social:   
Skittles Evening £10 with buffet. 7.30pm at Selly 
Park Tavern, Selly Park, Birmingham.  
Limited places, always popular. To book: call/mail 
Diana Phillips 0121 444 4005  
bdbka.socsec@aol.com 

Birmingham 

http://thelounges.co.uk/lounges/loco-lounge/
mailto:Bdbka.socsec@aol.com
http://thevillagemoseley.co.uk/
mailto:Bdbka.socsec@aol.com
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Warwickshire News 
Birmingham Branch 
Our first inspection of the new season 
began with a disease check of all the 
hives at our apiaries. This had been 
arranged for Saturday 6th May and the 
weather was not at its best but with the 
organisational skills of Noel and Sharif it 
was carried out without damage to the 
brood. Fortunately, all colonies were 
free of foul brood with some chalk, sac 
and bald brood found. Unfortunately, 
only two of the five Association colonies 
survived the winter due to either not 
being strong enough at the end of the 
season or failing queens. There will be 
a fair bit of work that needs to be carried 
out cleaning out the dead hives ready 
for replacement colonies. 
A couple of our newer members have 
purchased established colonies from an 
older member and are carrying out the 
techniques of Bailey comb change and 
artificial swarm under the direction of a 
more experienced beekeeper.  The  
saying ‘ask three beekeepers the same 
question, you will get three different 
answers’ is so true. This is why it is so 
important when procedures are being 
carried out with new beekeepers that 
things are kept simple and not         
complicated by everyone chipping in. 
Also, give them space, if you wish to 
observe, make sure they want an     
audience. We are a training apiary and 
if members want to know how to carry 
out certain procedures this can be   
included in our training plan. 
A Nosema clinic was held at            
Winterbourne where many of the bees 
when tested at this apiary were found to 
be infected. Bailey Comb changes are 
planned so plenty of training in this   
procedure will be going ahead. 
Remember members we are looking for 
someone or a group to take on the role 
of writing this monthly piece. 

Jan Willetts 
 

 

Coventry & District 
Branch 
www.covbeebranch.co.uk 
There has been a lot going on in      
Coventry Branch over the last few 
weeks; 
The Nosema testing day back in April 
produced 19 samples for testing of 
which 6  samples had high levels of 
infection and a further 6 a medium   
infection level.  None of the samples 
was completely Nosema free which 
shows how widespread this infection is.  
Members were advised of the best 
course of action for their colonies. 
On 14th May the students who had 
done our Beginners Course back in 
February, finally got to get ‘suited and 
booted‘ to see inside the hives.  They 
thoroughly enjoyed their experience and 
we have some enthusiastic new       
beekeepers joining the branch from 
amongst their number.  We look forward 
to supporting and advising them along 
the way.   
The following weekend saw our May 
Taster Day take place on the only sunny 
and dry day of that entire week!  The 
attendees listened to a couple of      
introductory talks on ‘Bees and the Hive’ 
and ‘Honey and Hive Products’ and also 
got to get involved with inspecting the 
colonies at Ryton Gardens before taking 
home their ‘goody bag’ of literature, 
candle and honey samples.  We      
received excellent feedback from the 
session and are already taking bookings 
for the September Taster Day. 
The Branch committee are busy      
planning for our two major summer 
events; Godiva Festival on 8th and 9th 
July at War Memorial Park in Coventry 
and Fillongley Country Show in August.  
We will have a stand selling honey and 
candles at both events together with an 
observation hive.  Both events are 
hugely enjoyable and volunteers to help 
on the stand for a couple of hours would   
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Rugby Branch 
The new beekeepers have been taking 
the opportunity of the hands-on     
teaching at the Rugby Apiary which is 
now a  regular feature offered to all 
members.  It is good to see the interest 
and we encourage participation. 
Sadly, for various reasons the Nosema 
day had to be cancelled, but we plan to 
run one next year.  
Our website is up and running well, with 
articles and local information. It also has 
added interest now; Rowan, our IT guru 
is plotting all the identified swarms   
reported onto a pictorial map on the 
website. This is proving to be a very 
interesting piece of data and will be  
fascinating to view at the end of the 
season and in the future. Good work!  
Swarms are being reported frequently at 
the moment via numerous mediums, we 
thank those beekeepers who are able to 
assist yet again for their time to help the 
public and supply swarms to those who 
need one.  

Gail Plester  
 

Shipston Branch 
Saturday 6th May . A practical Swarm 
Control session, led by David Blower, 
was held at our branch Apiary which is 
very conveniently situated at The Gate 
Pub, Brailes, where our kind hosts are 
Anne and Ian. Twelve members took 
part and used the ‘artificial swarm’ 
method on a selected colony. This 
proved to be much easier to understand 
and remember than a demonstration 
involving just empty boxes, which I  
personally have always found to be very 
confusing and quite forgettable. (But 
perhaps that’s just me). There are so 
many choices for the new beekeeper 
out there, especially with swarm control, 
that it was suggested that this method 
be used initially. Experimentation can 
proceed once this process is fully     
understood. The session was very 
‘hands on’ giving everyone plenty of bee 
handling experience and also the 
chance to develop queen finding skills.  

 

 be very gratefully received..           
Please contact Dave Bonner 
cbka.membership@hotmail.co.uk to 
offer your services, you won’t regret it!! 

Julia Barclay 
 

Nuneaton & Atherstone 
Branch 
After the trials and tribulations of last 
year and the seemingly unending     
winter, it is a pleasure to have         
managed, at long last, to get out into the 
apiary to carry out some hands-on   
beekeeping.  In late April, a hardy group 
of volunteers spent several hours    
working on our site in order to lay down 
a barrier layer of weed-supressing 
membrane and top it with many bags of 
wood chip.  It is now a pleasure to look 
at the site and it looks far more         
appealing to members and visitors alike. 
To date we have managed two outdoor 
evening meetings and it has been    
encouraging to see both our seasoned 
beekeepers return to the fray, as well as 
an encouragingly large group of those 
new to our craft.  It is rewarding to see 
so many enthusiastic members taking 
up our passion. 
In amongst our club activities, we have 
had a welcome visit from our Seasonal 
Bee Inspector who found no traces of 
notifiable infections.  Several members 
have also had positive outcomes from 
their inspections although the recent 
cold weather has not made such      
inspections run as smoothly as hoped. 
Somehow, even with the cold weather, 
the bees have not had their urge to 
swarm diminished and those members 
on the BBKA Swarm Register have  
already had their services called upon 
on several occasions. 
Our next target is for our branch to staff 
a two day beekeeping display over the 
Whitsun holiday period on the premises 
of our landlords, Dobbies Garden    
Centre. 
Here’s hoping for a productive and less 
eventful season ahead. 

John Twidle 
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entrance below and to replace with an 
upper entrance in the upper brood box 
and above the queen excluder. This 
helps the colony maintain better       
hygiene because the flying bees will 
enter their new accommodation directly 
rather than having to climb up through 
all the old comb on each and every  
journey.                                                                                                                     
5.  Sometimes this all takes a bit longer 
than expected if temperatures fall and 
wax building is delayed. Thanks again 
David. 

Tim Newcombe 
 

Chris Paxford kindly offered to host the 
first members apiary visit of our 2017 
season at his apiary on the outskirts of 
Long Compton. Dressed in bee suits the 
15 visiting beekeepers processed along 
the road towards the Rollright Stones 
prompting at least one member of the 
passing public to wonder if there was a 
Druid ceremony at the stone circle that 
day! 
Chris had prepared his colonies the 
previous week ahead however, hearing 
of the visit, his bees had decided to 
make things more 'interesting' so the 
group would have the opportunity to sort 
out a few beekeeping challenges.   
Finding the marked queen (she was on 
the hive floor, unfortunately dead)    
before splitting the strong colony;     
finding the hatched virgin queen (she 
was outside the hive) and finding all the 
unwanted emergency queen cells after 
previously reducing the swarm cells for 
swarm control. After all that hard work 
all were revived by tea and excellent 
cakes made by Caroline.  

Margery Blower 
 

Solihull Branch  
April saw a rather unseasonal start to 
the new beekeeping season. A mixture 
of sunshine and exceptionally cold 
weather meant that our bees remained 
indoors for a little longer. However, 
warmer weather was on the horizon, 
and as we progressed into May it meant  

Thank you David. 
Monday 8th May. Our ‘Second Monday’ 
monthly meet also at The Gate. The 
subject for that evening was also on 
swarm control, enabling those who 
were not able to come on Saturday to       
understand the process and to satisfy 
any outstanding queries. The question 
and answer session provided a lively 
and interesting debate and proved that, 
with bees, we always have something 
to learn.  
Bailey comb change practical sessions 
at Lodge Farm, Shennington by      
courtesy of Marvyn and Di. This was 
held on two occasions enabling firstly 
the setting up of the extra equipment 
needed and secondly, the completion of 
the manoeuvre. This was led also by 
David Blower. The aim was to enable 
the removal of an old brood box and the 
blackened comb within which had been 
acquired (with bees) and to replace with 
clean box and foundation. The main 
principle is to place a new brood box 
with foundation above the old brood box 
with a queen excluder in between. But 
first the queen must be found. A frame 
of foundation is removed from the new 
box creating space for the queen and 
the frame that she is on. She and frame 
are therefore, in the top box and brood 
and bees are in the lower brood box. In 
just over 3 weeks all brood will have 
emerged and will have migrated to the 
box above where they will be keen to 
maintain the new brood that the queen 
has been busily producing. Tips to   
remember are, (and these are always 
included in descriptions of this         
technique)…                                                                                                          
1. It helps to prepare the new brood box 
for a few days beforehand by putting it 
in place so that the colony can build 
comb for the queen to lay in.                                                                                                
2. The temperature must be warm 
enough for the bees to be able to make 
wax.                                                                                        
3.  Food must be provided to help      
the bees produce wax especially           
if there is no ‘flow’ on.                                                             
4.  It also helps to block off the old    
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that the majority of us had, and still are, 
taking measures to prevent swarming or 
collecting them. 
A pleasing number of students have 
completed our Introduction to           
Beekeeping course. The course not 
only involved learning the theory      
elements of beekeeping, but there were 
also opportunities towards the end of 
the course for students to observe,  
handle and apply some of the 
knowledge they had acquired.  

There was an excellent turnout for our 
first apiary meeting in May despite the 
chilly evening, where old and new    
beekeepers were able to share their 
experiences. Three workshops of     
different levels were available, each 
delivering pertinent knowledge and 
skills for the forthcoming season. More 
than 40 beekeepers have attended  
subsequent apiary meetings, which is a 
credit to the organisers. 
Some members of the branch attended 
‘Train the Trainers” course at Stoneleigh 
with the aim of leading some of the  
apiary sessions this year. Also a small 
number of beekeepers have enrolled in 
our Queen Rearing course; let’s hope 
they are able to raise young prolific 
queens with the desired traits. 
Fingers crossed that we have wall to 
wall sunshine for our Chairman’s     
afternoon on Sunday 4th June at 
2.30pm, Ravenshaw Apiary. 
Furthermore the branch has booked a 
stall at the Go Green Fair which is to be 
held in Solihull on Saturday 10th June. 
This is an excellent opportunity to    

educate the public about bees. If you 
would like to volunteer please email the 
secretary, Ian Davidson. 

Channy Collins  
 

Sutton Coldfield & 
North Birmingham 
Branch 
‘Nuc It’ by Celia Davis. 20th April 2016  
Celia talked about nucs and the various 
uses, for them. It was a broad lecture 
which consisted of knowledge gained  

from Celia’s own personal experience 
and information and advice for novices 
and the more experienced beekeeper.  
Celia is a respected speaker and for this 
lecture, it was standing room only. It 
was the busiest I have seen the monthly 
gathering, ever. 
Celia reminisced of when she got her 
own bees and how they had arrived in a 
nuc, she talked of her memories of the 
smell and the anticipation of a new  
beekeeper. A nuc or nucleus of bees, is 
the ideal starting point for many       
beekeepers. Celia pointed out how local 
bees are more beneficial to beekeepers 
without the risks of importing foreign or 
non-local queens or the associated 
costs. 
Beekeepers can transfer the frames in 
to a full hive and encourage and the 
colony to expand rapidly, especially in 
May and June which is the ideal time for 
new beekeepers to get bees. This is 
also the ideal time to use nucs for 
queen rearing and mating. 
Celia talked of how she uses nucs for 
queen introduction into colonies and 
displayed interesting, un-conventional 
pictures of introducing a queen via nucs 
to conventional hives. 
She spoke about how nucs are also the 
ideal place to keep older queens,     
especially those who have the         
characteristics we want keep, like    
docility and honey production. The 
queen’s egg laying capacity may be 
reduced but she can be used as a 
breeder queen. 
Celia also showed us a picture of a  
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We had the Train the Trainer sessions 
with delegates from several              
associations on Saturday 22nd April; 
These delegates undergo a course 
that’s short but to the point. It covers 
issues like health and safety and what 
to consider when people are around 
hives, handling bees and the basics, 
including lighting the smoker.  
Lots of good points were raised,       
especially around anaphylaxis and  
people with adrenalin pens (Epi Pens) 
and allergies to bee venom. All         
associations and trainers should have 
plans of what to do in case of an    
emergency. 
Trainers were also reminded of best 
practice with gloves, clean suits and 
boots. The course then went over how 
to handle bees and going through hives. 
We also had previous delegates from 
last year’s course to give feedback. This 
is an ideal time for the trainers to recap 
on practices and procedures, in the 
weeks before our apiaries become a 
buzz of activity.  
This was organised by your Education 
Co-ordinators and they should be able 
to give you detail of future courses and  

Each year a number of Advanced     
Husbandry assessments are held at the 
National Beekeeping Centre at     
Stoneleigh Park, Kenilworth CV8 2LG. 
The June 2017 dates are as follows:   
Friday 9

th
, Saturday 10

th
, Sunday 11

th
, 

Saturday 17th, Sunday 18th, Friday 23rd, 
Saturday 24th, Sunday 25th and Monday 
26th. 
As well as being examined on their 
practical skills and knowledge of all 
things beekeeping, each of the         
candidates has to give a ten minute 
presentation on a previously prepared 
topic. The set titles, of which there are 
over a dozen, range from ‘The        
Management of Honeybees for the  
Production of Honey from Oilseed 
Rape’ to ‘The Extraction and Bottling of 
Heather Honeys’ and include a number 
of topics on bee health and colony   
malaise.  
To provide a ‘realistic’ lecture           
environment for the candidates an 
‘audience’ is required who, within the 
time frame allowed, may ask questions 
at the end of each presentation. 
Tea / coffee and biscuits precede the 
first of three or four lectures each day, 
the first of which starts promptly at 
10.00am in the main hall of the NBC 
with successive candidates presenting 
until approx. 11.00am.  You are       
cordially invited to attend for this hour 
on any (or all!) of the nine days and are 
likely to learn something from each and 
every presentation! 
Stoneleigh Park is a lovely place to  
explore and / or walk the dog.  There is 
a good café / restaurant on site, so 
make a morning of it. 

Douglas Nethercleft   

 

Train the Trainer 

Advanced Husbandry 
Lecturettes 

small nuc box, made by her husband, 
which she uses it to store the frame with 
the queen on, when she is examining a 
colony; a unique and cautious          
approach. 
At this time of year, swarming is an  
issue and nucs can be used to perform 
artificial swarms, house the swarm and 
move it or merge it with another colony. 
Another use for a swarm is to house an 
observation hive, especially for shows 
and talks with the public. I personally 
have used them to observe the various 
dances that bees do to communicate 
without the need to suit up.  
It was a very informative lecture, both in 
terms of learning and reminding us of 
the many uses of a nuc.  

Jitesh Patel 

training in the Warwickshire region. 

Jitesh Patel 
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Honey Alchemy  

Honey, Lemon & Ginger Tray Bake 
Sometimes those pesky bees don’t always make as much honey as you’d like and 
once all the family and friends have had their share you find there’s very little left for 
you.  Don’t worry this is a lovely recipe which doesn’t need any honey (except for a 
drizzle on the top).  The recipe came from the internet, one of my favourite places 
to look for inspiration and uses the excellent Belvoir fruit cordial for flavouring.          
I have also tried it with their lime and lemongrass cordial, which gives a delicate  
flavour.  Either way, the beekeepers at Solihull apiary LOVE it, and they’re always a 
good judge of cake! 
 

By Belvoir Fruit Farms Serves 10 Prep time 15 mins Bake time 30 mins 

Ingredients 
 

For the cake: 
250g Unsalted butter, softened 
250g Unrefined golden caster sugar 
4 medium free range eggs 
5 tblsp Honey, Lemon & Ginger Cordial 
Zest of 1 lemon (unwaxed) 
250g Self raising white flour 
 

For the buttercream: 
200g Unsalted butter, softened 
400g Unrefined golden icing sugar 
3 tblsp Honey, Lemon & Ginger Cordial 
Honey to drizzle 

Method 
Preheat the oven to 180 C/Gas Mark 4, and grease and line a tray bake tin. 
Cream together the butter and sugar until pale & fluffy. 
Add the eggs one by one, mixing well in between. Next slowly drizzle in 3             
tablespoons of cordial, add the lemon zest and mix thoroughly. 
Carefully fold in the flour then spoon into the tin and bake in the oven for 30 minutes 
or until a skewer comes out clean. 
Remove from the oven and whilst still warm use a skewer to make small holes all 
over the cake. Drizzle over 2 tablespoons of the cordial. Transfer to a wire rack and 
leave to cool completely. 
To make the buttercream, mix the butter and icing sugar together until light and fluffy, 
then whilst mixing slowly add the 3 tablespoons of cordial. Once this is all mixed in 
spoon onto the cooled cake and spread over the top using a palette knife. To finish 
drizzle stripes of honey over the top. Serve with tea or a hot Honey, Lemon & Ginger 
cordial. 
** this recipe makes excellent cupcakes – spoon into cases and cook as above for 15 
mins, top with icing of your choice and decorate with chopped stem ginger ** 

Denise  Grove 
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There are two alternatives, one which is 

reasonably sound and one which will be 
frowned on by many and will be very 
contentious; 

The first depends on having a super 
plus frames available (or two supers if it 
is a really big swarm) and some kind of 

board which can be put between boxes 
to provide an entrance.  A ventilated 
area covering part of this board is    

essential.  This can be a simple      
home-made device like a crown board, 
with an entrance cut in one side and 

some ventilation in the centre.  The  
important fact is that hive aroma can 
circulate without the bees coming into 

contact.   Mine double as ventilated 
screens for moving bees (making sure 

that the entrance is on the right side!)  
The screen is placed over a colony of 
bees, the super(s) placed on top of it 
and the swarm tipped in.   The whole 
thing is then left.  The hive scent will 
mingle and after one week the two    

colonies can be united with a queen 
excluder between so that the ‘strange’ 
queen can be removed.    

The second method requires less  
equipment but is much riskier and 
should only be contemplated when all 

else is unavailable.  To do the job you 
will need one or two queen excluders, 
some newspaper and a box of some 

sort – brood box (unlikely, as this is the 
root of the problem) or super.  You will 
also need a colony of bees in a hive, but 

it goes without saying that you will have 
this.  The super does not need frames 
in it.   Then it is very simple.  In the 

evening take the swarm and put it next 
to the hive.  Remove the roof and very 
gently and with as little disturbance as 

possible, remove the crown board,  

Where can I put them? 
Celia F Davis 

However much equipment we have, 
there comes a point when all, or most 
of it, is in use, when we have too many 
bees about the place from swarm   
controls and other activities,  and then 
a swarm call comes in.  What are we to 
do?   One of the excuses I hear from 
beekeepers who refuse to collect 
swarms is  “I have nowhere to put 
them.” 
This is a very real problem of course 

and the advice to hive a stray swarm 
well away from your own hives is  
clearly unattainable for many of us, 

although it is sound advice and helps to 
prevent the spread of disease.  So, if 
we accept that we don’t have a spare 

field well away from the apiary and that 
we don’t have a spare hive left in which 
to put them anyway, what are we to do 

with the swarm sitting in its skep or 
cardboard box?  Telephone calls     
confirm that no-one else wants them, 

as the novices have all now obtained 
bees and most other beekeepers,    
mid-season, are all in much the same 

position. 
Risks of stray swarms 
Most swarms are reasonably healthy.  
Hives which are sick, from whatever 
cause, usually do not send out swarms 
and, of course, there is no brood     
accompanying a swarm, so many   
pathogens and parasites which may be 
present will remain in the original     
colony,  but this is not infallible and we 
do need to bear in mind that swarms 
can carry diseases with them and so 
keep a careful eye on any ‘strange’ 
bees that come into the apiary.  Indeed, 
my advice this month is not the ideal 
way to deal with bees, but, as far as I 
can see, the only alternative is to     
destroy a stray swarm, and what     
beekeeper wants to kill bees? 
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Honeybee Mating - Part 5 
 

John Chambers 

Mechanics of mating 
Within colonies and outside mating 
areas, drone bees appear unaware of 
virgin queens. However, within a DCA, 
the presence of a queen requiring   
mating is advertised by chemical and 
visual means [100]: 
1. As she flies, QMP is dispersed      
into the air. In particular, the 9-ODA 
component declares her presence [66] 
but not her precise location due to her 
fast twisting flight and the turbulence 
caused by the following comet of 
drones. Drones can detect 9-ODA more 
than 400m upwind [101]. 
2. From the first mating episode      
onwards, the queen carries a highly 
visible white mating sign in her vagina. 
Drone bees have very large eyes that 
are highly sensitive to movement, such 
as might arise when a virgin queen 
enters a DCA. By flying below her, they 
can view her against the bright       
background of the sky for maximum 
contrast [102]. They are also able to 
identify small objects the size of a    

(here I find a quick spray of a fine mist of water helps to prevent bees taking flight) 
and immediately place a complete sheet of newspaper over it followed by the queen 
excluder.   Put the empty super on top of this and simply knock the swarm into this 
on top of the queen excluder.  Cover with the crown board and roof.  Speed is of the 
essence.  Then leave the whole lot to unite and settle down for a week.  There are   
refinements, and potential problems.  It is possible to put the empty box on top of the 
brood box with any supers on top of the swarm, but this requires a second piece of 
paper and another queen excluder above the empty box and seems an unnecessary 
complication.  Also, if the bees cluster on the newspaper their weight will probably 
break it, possibly too soon.  However it can be a better option as sometimes the 
swarm clusters under the crown board and refuses to unite, starting to build comb 
there instead.  (Why is it that bees never understand what they are supposed to be 
doing?)  This can be aided by piercing the newspaper with a few holes at the outset 
so that the bees from below are more inclined to move up.  After a few days the 
swarm can then be put into the box below so  boosting the numbers of bees there. 
I must emphasise that this is a last resort method and others out there may have 

their own solutions.  Just as an aside remember that, if you collect more than one 
swarm on the same day, they can all be thrown in together when you hive them and 
will sort themselves out, you do not need a box for each.    

mating sign from 30cm away in their 
upper anterior visual field, which is  
precisely where a mating queen bee 
flies in relation to the chasing comet of 
drones [31]. 
Of the thousands of drones in a DCA, 
perhaps a hundred fly in a comet below 
and behind the queen. One of these 
catches up with her, flies above her and 
touches her abdomen with his thorax. 
Then, whilst flying at the same speed 
as her, he grabs her abdomen from 
above with his front two pairs of legs 
and from below with his hind legs. 
Whilst temporarily flying for both of 
them, he curves his abdomen           
underneath the queen so that its tip 
inserts into her sting chamber, which 
she has opened. With the tip of his  
abdomen snugly in the sting chamber, 
the drone contracts his abdominal  
muscles in one large movement. This 
pushes almost all of his hemolymph 
into the membranous endophallus 
which  immediately unfolds and       
expands inside the queen bee’s genital 
tract. The queen’s sting chamber soon  
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reaches maximal distension which    
necessitates the rapidly-enlarging     
endophallus to extend deeply into the 
genital canal. At this point, the drone 
becomes paralysed, falls backwards and 
the conjoined bees start to lose height. 
The endophallus is half-everted but, due 
to the perfect seal in the queen’s genital 
tract, the drone stays  in place. At the 
very tip of the endophallus, a thin tube 
called a cervix extends beyond the 
queen’s vaginal valve. Sperm passes 
along the cervix of the endophallus to be 
deposited in the median oviduct of the 
queen bee. The queen contracts her 
sting chamber at this point. Not only 
does this ensure the complete transfer 
of the drone’s sperm into the queen’s 
oviduct system, it also fully everts the 
drone’s endophallus, resulting in him 
peeling away from it and falling to the 
ground whilst the queen regains flying 
height. The drone dies within about an 
hour of mating. The  entire mating    
process takes about two seconds per 
drone and the queen can easily mate 
with the necessary number of drones in 
a well populated DCA in under 5 
minutes. Each successive drone enters 
the sting chamber below the mating sign 
left by the previous one. Then, by virtue 
of the hairy patch at the base of his  
endophallus, each drone automatically 
pulls out the mating sign from the     
previous drone as he replaces it with his 
own. The mating sign of the previous 
drone falls away with him at the end of 
the mating act. All drones stop chasing 
the queen the moment she leaves the 
DCA. 

Function of the mating sign 
A mating sign weighs about 15mg and 
represents about 10% the drone weight 
[17]. It serves as a physical join and a 
fluid seal during the mating process. 
Furthermore, it is a highly potent visual 
stimulus for the next drone to hone in 
on [103]. It serves no role in the      
prevention of sperm leakage from the 
queen’s genital tract: the vaginal valve 
does that. Nor, as explained already, 
does it interfere with subsequent     
mating. 
 

Post-mating changes 
in the queen bee 
Charging of the  
Spermatheca 
Immediately after the mating flight, the 
lateral and median oviducts are grossly 
distended by about 70-100 million 
sperm, of which over 90% will be    
discarded and just 5-7 million will be 
stored in the spermatheca. Each 
drone’s sperm remains largely bundled 
together but positioned somewhat  
randomly within the oviduct system. 
Many different muscles, collectively 
called the bursa copulatrix, surround 
the queen’s genital tract and act as a 
“sperm press”. With each contraction, a 
small amount of sperm is ejected from 
the median oviduct into the vagina. At 
the same time, a small pulse of sperm 
passes up the spermathecal duct and 
into the spermatheca. It takes about 24 
hours for the oviducts to empty and the 
spermatheca to fill [106]. This filling 
method confers no advantage to the 
sperm from any particular drone,    
irrespective of their place in the mating 
sequence [107]. 

Neurophysiological  
changes to the queen 
Mating induces permanent large-scale 
behavioural, physiological and         
anatomical change in the queen bee, 
all of which is genetically-driven [108, 
109, 110]. Studies have shown      
massive alteration in gene expression,  
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Structural and chemical 
changes in the brain 
After mating, the Kenyon cells of the  
mushroom bodies (used to process and 
store chemosensory information)     
decrease by 30% while the neuropil of 
the mushroom bodies increases by     
25–50%. Levels of dopamine and         
N-acetyldopamine also decrease     
following mating. 

Immunocompetence 
After mating, there is up-regulation of a 
wide range of immune genes. It seems 
likely that these were not activated at an 
earlier stage to conserve total energy 
expenditure during her mating flights. 
Vitellogenin also has important          
immune-priming properties [62]. 

Initiation of egg laying 
Worker bees live for an average of six 
weeks during queen mating season. As 
a very rough-and-ready rule of thumb, 
for every day that a colony lacks an egg
-laying queen it will lose approximately 
1-in-42 of its baseline worker bee     
population three weeks later. This will 
continue on a daily basis for as long as 
the deficit of a fertile queen persisted. 
Therefore, rapid queen replacement is 
important for colony wellbeing and   
survival. 
Queen bees start laying eggs about 2 to 
3 days after successful mating and the 
egg laying rate gradually picks up over 
subsequent days. With an early and 
successful mating flight, a new queen 
bee can be laying eggs 12-15 days after 
eclosion.  
The trigger for initiating egg-laying is not 
the completion of a mating flight; the 
presence of sperm in the genital tract; 
or any aspect of the mating sign.      
Instead, it is the repeated stretching of 
the bursa copulatrix by the endophallic 
pressure of a sequence of mating 
drones [111]. 
An egg-laying queen is fed large 
amounts of royal jelly, perhaps twice her 
own body weight on a daily basis at 
peak season. This is used in egg     
production, pheromone manufacture  

most notably in the ovaries, fat bodies 
and brain. Changes in the ovaries and 
mandibular glands are almost          
immediate but those involving          
neurological alterations take longer. 

Behavioural changes 
Whereas a virgin queen hunts down 
and fights rivals; is attracted to light; and 
is driven to perform mating flights,      
the successfully mated queen is       
photophobic; gives up flight; surrounds 
herself with workers; and avoids fighting 
with other queens. Her visual perception 
genes become down-regulated. Upon 
giving up flight, she is less dependent 
upon carbohydrate metabolic pathways 
for energy production and these are 
regulated differently. 

Ovarian development and 
egg laying 
After successful mating, her fat bodies 
synthesise larger amounts of             
vitellogenin and this stimulates         
ovarian development. Her ovaries      
and their ovarioles increase in size.      
In order to synthesise eggs, fatty      
acid metabolic pathways and           
macromolecule biosynthesis pathways 
are up-regulated. Vitellogenin is also 
incorporated into the maturing eggs, 
which she starts laying two to three 
days after mating. 

Pheromone recognition 
Whilst a virgin, she is able to detect the 
pheromones of rival queens within the 
nest and identify drone congregation 
areas. Post-mating, there is down    
regulation of her odorant receptors and 
odorant binding proteins. 

Pheromone production 
After mating, her pheromone profile 
alters to indicate her reproductive status 
to the hive. This promotes colony     
cohesion, attracts her retinue and    
inhibits queen replacement activities. 
Synthesis of a wider range of          
pheromones at higher quantities      
requires up-regulation of fatty acid    
metabolic pathways. 
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and repair/maintenance of the queen. 

Maintaining sperm viability 
Although the quality of stored sperm 
decreases as the queen bee ages, [112] 
some queen bees have been reported 
as remaining fertile for up to 5 years. 
The spermatheca maintains the viability 
of stored sperm, allowing complete  
detachment of mating and egg laying 
activities. It is surrounded by an       
extensive tracheal net that ensures a 
high level of oxygenation. It is also   
supplied with nutrients and chemicals 
from a huge gland. Spermathecal    
contents are alkaline and have a high 
potassium level. 

Mixing of sperm from  
different patrilines 
In the early weeks and months         
post-mating, the sperm from each drone 
remains relatively bundled and poorly 
mixed within the spermatheca and   
different patrilines are variably and   
disproportionately represented within 
the worker bee population in a         
constantly changing pattern. However, 
by about a year, the sperm has become 
better mixed and the representation of 
each patriline becomes more consistent 
within the worker bee colony [113]. 

Sequential changes in the 
pheromone secretions 
Virgin queens go undetected for the first 
three days post-eclosion and it seems 
unlikely that they make any pheromone 
during that time. They then               
start secreting mandibular gland             
pheromones, but in smaller quantities 
and in a different ratio to mated queens. 
This ratio of pheromones is less       
attractive to worker bees than that   
secreted by a mated queen. Her      
repulsiveness to workers is further   
enhanced by the secretion of faecal 
pheromone during her first two weeks of 
life and, prior to her mating flight, whilst 
some workers will groom and feed her 
others will treat her roughly. 
From the age of about three days     
post-eclosion, her tergite glands secrete  

a range of esters. During her mating 
flight(s), 9-ODA from her mandibular 
gland attracts drones to her upon    
entering a DCA, and her tergite      
pheromones enhance this effect. 
Immediately after successful mating, 
the chemical composition of her     
mandibular gland pheromones changes 
to that of a mated adult and she      
becomes more attractive to workers. 
Also, her tergite glands switch         
production to cuticular hydrocarbons 
which play a large role in the olfactory 
identity of the colony. Her tarsal glands 
start secreting footprint substance   
post-mating, which inhibits queen cell 
construction. Secretions from her 
Dufour’s and Koschevnikov’s gland 
enhance the retinue attracting        
properties of QMP, although 
Koschevnikov’s gland activity starts to 
degenerate after about 2 years and 
might increase the risk of swarming at 
this time. 

Marked queen & her retinue 
Photo: BBKA 
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. 

HINTS & TIPS 
Convert a Slotted Queen Excluder 

Although cheaper than wire queen   
excluders, the slotted steel (or plastic) 
types are not as favoured by many  
beekeepers for the following reasons. 
● They are not easy to clean 
● They do not provide a ‘bee space’ 
● They can squash bees when being 
replaced 
● Steel versions can damage bees 
crawling through 
● They encourage more propolis 
● They can distort, and crack 
However, if you do have these slotted 
excluders it is possible to improve them 
with some very simple carpentry.  
The wood that you use should         

preferably be between 6 - 9 mm in   

thickness to provide an appropriate 
space that the bees will not fill with 
propolis. Starting at one edge, fix pieces 
of wood on both sides of the slotted 
excluder with screws at ‘A’ on the top 
and ‘B’ on the other side. (See         
photographs on page 16). The two  
pieces of wood should have staggered 
joints to improve strength. Carry on  
fixing wood to the other sides, add   
further screws as shown in the          
photographs. Also fix wooden strips to 
the centre of the excluder.  
Considering excluders in more detail, 

the excluders produced by some      

manufacturers have varying gaps of 

4.14 - 4.38 mm, and of course bees  
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Photos: Dennis Chow 

also vary in size, so some smaller (possibly virgin) queens can pass through standard 
excluders. If you would like to consider making your own custom excluders with a 
specific gap using smooth wire that is gentle on your bees, and at a much lower cost, 
click this link for advice. http://www.beekeepingforum.co.uk/showthread.php?t=25976 

 
Reigate BKA via ebees 

http://www.beekeepingforum.co.uk/showthread.php?t=25976
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Caveat Emptor 
 

Be aware that Warwickshire Beekeepers Association is not responsible for any 
goods or services advertised in Warwickshire Beekeeper or on the  website. Anyone 
purchasing bees or nuclei should satisfy themselves that they are disease free and 
that they are aware of the provenance of any queens.  
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